## Match Report

### India vs Pakistan

**Match # 04**

**Date:** 23 May 2022  
**Time:** 18:30  
**Pool / Class:** Pool A  
**Pitch:** Pitch 1

### Full Time

- **India:** 1 - 1
- **Pakistan:** 1 - 0

### Third Period

- **India:** 1 - 0

### Half-time

- **India:** 1 - 0

### First Period

- **India:** 1 - 0

### Scoring

**Minute** | **Shirt #** | **Name** |  
--- | --- | --- |  
1 | HUSSAIN Akmal (GK)  
3 | ALI Mubashar  
4 | ALI Rizwan  
7 | SHAKEEL Moin  
8 | RANA Abdul  
10 | SHAN Ali  
12 | KHAN Abdullah Ishtiaq (GK)  
14 | BHUTTA Umar (C)  
16 | BUTT Ammad  
17 | HAMMADUDIN Muhammad  
19 | ABDULLAH Muhammad  
23 | AHMAD Ajaz  
27 | MAHOOD Abu  
28 | AFRAZ
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### Team Manager

**India:** SINGH Sardar  
**Pakistan:** AIKMAN Siegfried

### Umpire

**India:** GOENTGEN Ben (GER)  
**Pakistan:** LUCKY Salim (BAN)

**Oral Result**

**Team** | **Minute** | **Number** | **Action** | **Score** |  
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- |  
IND | 9 | 5 | PC | 1 - 0  
PAK | 59 | 8 | PC | 1 - 1

FG - Field Goal, PC - Penalty Corner, PS - Penalty Stroke